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Standard keyswitch keys:

Specific keyswitch key:

Keyswitch noise:

Keyswitch noise:

Our specific key lowers the output noise by a factor 
Improvement:

Specific TRLWE KeyswitchB-gates

B-gate = tree with 2 inputs from basis B

Tree-based method from [GBA21]:
- Depth grows with number of inputs
- Width grows with basis B and depth of tree 

Tree-based method

Noise variance:

(-) Low composability of deep trees due to output noise
(-) Exponential computation time in number of inputs:

(+) Composability can be improved with intermediary bootstrappings
(+) Any function can be implemented with this method
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Inputs:

Tree-based method Multivariate 
Bootstrapping

Output

Any boolean circuit can be built from a 
combination of additions and bootstrappings

Polynomial functions:
Can be computed with the usual homomorphic additions and multiplications

Non-binary TFHE (base B>2)Binary TFHE

Multivariate functions:
- Any function can be computed with the tree-based method from [GBA21]
- Specific functions can be computed with the chaining method from [GBA21]:

Univariate functions:
Can be computed with a functional/programmable bootstrapping [Cle+22]

...

Chaining method Multivariate 
Bootstrapping

Example: TFHE AND Gate

ReferencesPerformancesBuilding circuits

Use B-gates to create any logic circuit
 for any function with inputs in basis B

(+) Better efficiency than binary TFHE: 
less operations thanks to the use of a
larger decomposition basis B 
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Example: sorting 4 inputs in base B=8
Circuit: bubble sort

Circuit generation:
1st approach: Lupanov general circuit [LS11]
(+) Low noise variance
(-) Exponential computation time: 

2nd approach: implement dedicated circuits
per functions
(+) Flexibility of circuits allows for better
performances
(-) Need to craft efficient non binary circuit  
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